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A SEAMLESS BLEND OF R&B AND REGGAE 12 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover,

WORLD: Reggae Details: Born in Jamaica, the electrifying singer/songwriter known as K-D-N is ready for

the world. A mix of R&B and Reggae that is refreshing given the frequent monotony of commercial music.

He possesses the ability to tell stories using catchy melodies over hot tracks. With a degree in

communications you expect that he would know how to talk to the ladies... and he does! You would also

expect him to speak for the fellas...and he does! From love songs to club bangers he does it all. Let's go

back in time, at the tender age of 8, K-DN professed that he would be an entertainer and was only seen

as a child daydreaming but nevertheless he sang whenever and wherever he could. After being

temporarily side tracked by his love for soccer K-D-N co-founded a singing group with three of his closest

friends. They sang to the girls on the school bus everyday as a way of practicing their craft. Not long after

connections were made with producers who showed interest in the group. Shortly thereafter the group's

worst fear was apparent, requests were made that the group present themselves as a strictly dancehall

act. The group refused and parted ways. Upon graduating from H.S. K-D-N migrated to America and

came to live in NY where he started his journey as a solo entertainer. He began performing his original

compositions at several nightclubs around NYC such as CBGB's, Soul Caf and the Elbow Room, to name

a few. K-D-N met many producers and managers with promises, but none of those promises were

materialized. After graduating college a friend introduced him to Trace "TC" Crum CEO of JamTrax

Productions. Finally, there was connection that flourished to produce 4 songs on his debut album

"T.O.T.B.S". Kadion Henry of Black Solaris Entertainment also contributed to the album by producing 6

songs, including the first single "Beach" a sultry, sexy song that will take you away. Tracks like "Let me

know"  "What U wanna Do" talks about the indecisiveness of a flirty girl. "You know she's thinking the
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same thing you are thinking-but she is holding back", says K-D-N. "Sunny Dayz" is a throwback to the

summer months of the 90's. Then on the other side there is "Imagine"  "Please...Don't Leave" those

songs show his emotional side, a side that is often hidden by today's male artist. Did I mention that all

songs were written by K-D-N! So if you are ready, K-D-N is ready and if you are not! K-D-N is still ready!

Consider this to be your warning it's time for K-D-N's, debut, "T.O.T.B.S"!
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